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Abstrat:"t
We consider a cOiltinuous time, single input-single output, linear,
time-invariant, distributed feedback 'system FE: containing a small delay
of length E: in the loop. Conditions are given under which L2 -stability
and L2-instability of this feedback system can be deduced from those
of .the reduced model obtained by neglecting the delay_
E:The two system models associated with F are the low-frequency
lilodel FO and tlie high frequency model F~. The condition :E or neglec ting
the small delay is the L2-stability of the family of high-frequency
lllodels (F~)s>O' where ~ > 0 is sufficiently small.
The paper contains a lemma and a theorem. Thelennna gives sharp
Nyquist-type conditions for the L2-stability and L2-instability of the
fa~ily of high-frequency models (F~)£>O for sufficiently small £ ~ 0,
while the Theorem gives explicit conditions under which the small delay
mayor may not be neglected~
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Description of the system modei~ low-frequency and high-frequency models
We consider a family of continuous-time, scalar linear time-invari-
e:
ant feedback systems (F) 0 with input u, error e and output y. u, e . ~ ~
e:>
and yare functions mapping fR + into lR and satisfy
y T (g * e)
e:
(1)
e = u - y
where, * denotes the convolution operator, T is a delay of length
e:
e: > 0; g is a real-valued distribution with support on IR +.
"-
Let g denote the Laplace transform of g.' We assume that g.has
the following form
(2)
where
"-
g(s)
"-
= g (5) + g (s)
a ap
Q,
+)"
L.J
ex=l
m
ex
~ m) r ./(s-n)&-J ak • ex
m=l.
(3)
the poles p ,ex = 1, 2, ... , Q, are ei~her real with
ex
real residues
or complex conjugate with complex conjugate residues;
(4)
Re p > 0
a
for 1,2, ... , Q,; (5)
g C·) is a real valued function E L1 [0,oo)
a
-1-
(6)
co
(9)
o (10)
Note that g (.) + g (.) belongs to the convolution-algebra~, [3),a .~ . .
if and only if its Laplace transform gA (.) + g'" (.) belongs to theA . a ap
algebra ~ with pointwise product. Moreover, the function s -+ g (s)
ap
mapping {R E ~ : Re s ~ O} into ~ is almost periodic in Re s > 0.
The low-frequency model (nomi~al in this case) is defined to be
FO, i.e., FO is the feedback system model governed by
e = u - y
(ll)
(12)
£The high-frequency model is a member of the family (FH)E:>O defined
by
y 'f (g * e)E ap (13)
e = u - y
-2-
(14)
from those of
of the family
Results
We seek ~~nditions under which the L2-stability and L2-instability
(FE) 0' ~here E > 0 is sufficiently small, can be deduced:~E> -
FO and the family (F~)E>O' where again E > 0 is sufficiently
small.
Lemma
i
,
(A)
(B)
if sup Ig (jw) I < 1 then FE is L2~stable for all E > 0,
wEIR ap H
if sup Ig (jw)1 > I then given any V >. o there exists an
w E- lR ap
E . 2
E > 0 such that 0 < E < ~ and FH is L -unstable;
(C) if i (jw) is periodic then FE is L2-stable for all suffi-
a ·· H
'.' ,...piently small E > 0 if and only if sup Ig (jw) I· < 1.
wEIR ap
Theorem:
EConsider the t'\TO families of feedback system models (F) 0E>
defined by (1) and (2) and (F~)E>O defined by (13) and (14).
Case 1. Assume sup Ii (jw)\ < 1. Under this assumption
w E [p" ap
(A) if FO is L2-stable then FE is L2-stable for all sufficiently
small c > 0;
-3-
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(B)
for alLJll eR
£ 2then F is L -unstable for all, sufficiently sm~ll. £ >c~.
Case 2. Assume
either 'supl g(iw),~ . :> '1 .
{J) E lR ap
~
or sup Ig (jw) I >1 and gap(jw) is,periodic
- wEIR ap
Under this condition given any ~ > a there exists an £ > a such tnat
a < E < ~ and FE is L 2-unstable (whether or not Fa is L 2-stable).•
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